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Greetings! And I hope by now, I
can safely say “Happy Spring”!
Maybe the winter weather has
brought you and yours closer
together – from all the staying
inside we’ve all had to do. I’m glad
many of us ventured to Peoria
for ILMEA though, it was great
to visit. All our ACDA activities
were well-attended and very
energetic. Many thanks to Kidder
Music for providing music for our
ever-popular Reading Session,
and Michael Zemek for making
all the arrangements, and to our
R & S Chairs who made stellar
music picks. The reception was
terrific and I know a good time
was had by all! We are working
to advance our art. We are here to
serve choral music and musicians.
I feel a resurgence of energy and
enthusiasm for ACDA. IL ACDA
has several new board members,
and in the next issue you will get
to know all your board members
better. Many thanks to Andy
Jeffrey, who has served as editor
of PODIUM for a long time. Chris
Cayari will be transitioning to
PODIUM editor, and Andy will
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continue to be his awesome self!
Thank you, Andy.
In the meantime, several other
successful activities have taken
place to advance our ACDA
mission statement “To inspire
excellence in choral music
through education, performance,
composition, and advocacy.”
The Central Division Conference
“Cantate Cincinnati” has just
concluded. Congratulations to
Brett Goad and team for putting
together a fantastic, relevant slate
of performances, interest sessions,
round tables, reading sessions,
exhibits, and honor choirs.Illinois
was well represented in all those
categories! Recently, a Women’s
Choir Festival was hosted by Treble
R & S Chair, Tina Shoemaker, and
a beautiful day of music making
and sharing was led by conductor
Aurora College Director of Choral
Activities Lisa Fredenburg. You go
girls!
Summer Retreat will be here before
we know it so read on! I know
there are always a million other
things to do and take care of. (And
don’t you sometimes feel you have
to be in charge of everything?!) Au
contraire! Retreat is a concentrated
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time to renew and energize
ourselves, to discover there are
many of us in the same boat, AND
that we’re all rowing in the same
direction! Helping us with that
are headliners Janet Galván and
Mark Hayes on June 25 & 26, 2014
held at ISU. Janet will conduct our
Directors’ Chorus which provides
an exemplary singing experience
for those of us usually only in front
of choirs. Through this, she will
delve into pedagogy and process.
Janet has a wonderful SSA music
series and has worked with choirs
of all ages, so I know she will
have much to share. Mark Hayes
will bring expertise for our Music
in Worship area, as well as High
School. They both will be available
for conducting masterclasses. Our
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District 1
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popular roundabout sessions are
back by popular demand (and a
little longer as requested!) renamed
“Double Dip”. Topics will be IPA,
church musicians dealing with
pastors, yoga for singers, and more.
Lee Kesselman has crafted an
interest session about composing
and arranging for our choirs. And
we will celebrate our colleagues by
presenting our highest state honor,
the Harold Decker Award.
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Retreat is designed so there will
be only one overnight to make it
more affordable. We will be able to
focus on preparation and singing
together, rather than an evening
concert presentation as the Retreat
will conclude at 5:00 p.m. on the
26th.
Spend two days in Normal!
Registration will be on-line and
those materials will be available
very soon.
Lastly, a couple more save the
dates: The ACDA Collegiate
Choral Festival is being held this
year on November 15, 2014, at
Illinois State University. We invite
all university choirs to attend!
It is a terrific day of sharing
choral music. This year will also
feature some reading of selections

together, and some social time to
foster more student interaction.
As always, there is no date is good
for all schools, but hopefully over
the course of several years, we can
get all involved! Please contact:
Susan Davenport at SIU, sgds@
siu.edu for further information.
More information about our
Composition Contest is in the
PODIUM, but note the deadline is
April 10. Please pass along the info
to any interested folks.
Fall Convention is taking place at
North Central College on October
24 & 25. Past-President Beth Best is
putting together a fantastic line-up
which will focus on two more of
our R & S areas: Show Choirs and
Children’s Choir. I know Beth will
have more information soon, but
do please save the date!
For faster updates, check out
our Facebook group, and email
me anytime with ideas and
suggestions at illinoisacda1@gmail,
and follow illinoisacda on twitter.
I hope this finds you and yours
well and happy! I thank you for all
you do for ACDA and choral music
in IL, and hope to see you soon.
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Bryan.kunstman@kaneland.org
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“This program is partially supported by a grant
from the Illinois Arts Council, a state agency. "
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ACDA Fall Convention!
Submitted by Beth Best
IL-ACDA Past President
The ACDA Fall Convention is
scheduled for Friday and Saturday,
October 24 and 25 at North Central
College, Naperville, IL. Once again
we will feature performances in
stunning Wentz Hall.
HONOR CHOIR INFORMATION:
Senior High School Show Choir:
directed by Susan Moninger of
Elmhurst College. This is the
first honors show choir in Illinois
ACDA history. This choir will meet
Thursday night and rehearse through

Saturday morning; they will perform
in the concert Saturday afternoon.
Audition information will be posted
on the IL-ACDA website by April 15.
Elementary Children’s Choir:
directed by Karen Kaibel of the
St. Louis Children’s Choir. This
choir will meet and rehearse only
on Saturday, and perform in the
concert Saturday afternoon. Sign-up
information will be posted on the ILACDA website by April 15.
GUEST CHOIR INFORMATION:
Applications will be on the IL-ACDA
website by April 1. Sound files of two

contrasting songs may be e-mailed
to: Beth_Best@ipsd.org. Please do not
include the name of the director or
the school within the recording, but
do include it in the title of the file.
You may send a CD if you prefer, to:
Beth Best, 2003 Coach Dr., Naperville,
IL, 60565. All application materials
must be received by May 1. You will
be informed by May 20 if your choir
has been chosen to perform at the Fall
Convention.
CONVENTION REGISTRATION:
will be available on the IL-ACDA
website by April 1.

Finding Success as a High School Choral Director
The Personal Journey of Jim McCullough
Submitted by Bryan Kunstman,
IL-ACDA District 9 Rep
bryan.kunstman@kaneland.org
High school choir directors have
a job that can be time consuming,
challenging, and best of all
rewarding. As the educational
landscape changes due to the
Performance Evaluation Reform
Act and the implementation of new
evaluation models, it is important
to remember that education is
about creating relationships with
students. By creating positive
relationships, educators can help
students find the tools they need
to be successful. While experience
is the best teacher, there are other
resources that help choral directors
find new ways to inspire and
challenge students. In this article,
Jim McCullough, choir director
at St. Charles East High School
reflects on his career, and shares
his thoughts on how we can
embrace the changes that are being
introduced in education.
Jim McCullough has been teaching
for 31 years. The first year of Mr.
VOLUME 40 NO. 3

McCullough’s career was spent at
Boulder High School in Boulder,
Colorado. This opportunity was
a one-year maternity position, so
Mr. McCullough’s next stop was
Skyline High School in Longmont,
Colorado. His third and fourth
years in education were spent at
Gonzaga University where he
taught jazz choir, jazz piano class,
and music theory. After graduating
from WMU, Mr. McCullough
taught one year at Groves High
School in Birmingham, Michigan.
Following one year at Groves High
School, Mr. McCullough returned
to Washington, where he taught for
seven years at Everett High School.
In the fall of 1994, Mr. McCullough
accepted the choir director position
at St. Charles East High School, and
he has spent the last twenty years
there. In the spring of 2017, Mr.
McCullough will retire.
Jim McCullough started his
studies in music education in his
hometown of Grand Forks, at
the University of North Dakota.
After two years at the University
of North Dakota, he took a year to

attend Berklee College of Music in
Boston to develop his jazz piano
and jazz theory/writing skills. Mr.
McCullough spent his fourth year
gigging, while he searched for a
university where he could study
choral music education and jazz. He
finally settled on UNC in Greeley,
Colorado, where he worked with
Gene Altken , accompanied the
jazz choirs, played in jazz bands,
studied voice, classical piano, and
choral music education. After four
years spent teaching, Jim pursued
a master’s degree in choral music
at Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Mr. McCullough was asked
several questions that relate to his
experience as a choral director, and
he was asked to give his opinion
on several topics that impact choral
directors in the classroom. The
questions and responses follow.
What has given you (gives you)
the greatest satisfaction in your
position(s)?
“No matter what position or
location I am in, if the students
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(Finging Success as a High School Choral Director continued from page 4)

are experiencing success and have
an aesthetic response to music,
I am happy. When we are all
pulling towards the same goal and
working in concert the synergy and
successes are very fulfilling.”
What have been your greatest
challenges?
“Aside from having to educate
administrators as they file through
our schools ascending their ladders,
I find the greatest challenge has
been trying to maintain a balance
between my family life and my
professional life. I always want
to do more and give more. For
years I tried to play jazz piano
professionally as well as weddings
and general gigs while teaching a
full time choral program, writing
pieces for the jazz choirs, raising
two great daughters and keeping
my wife happy. There are never
enough hours in the day—the
persistent question was what do
you give up?”
What characteristics allow someone
to be a successful choral director?
“A person has to know their craft,
develop their ears, know the
repertoire, study their scores and
plan, plan, plan. Once you have
developed your skills you must
connect with kids. We are teaching
students/people through music.
We are not teaching just music to
kids. You have to love what you do.
The students know whether you
are passionate about their success
or not. Every day we walk into
the room and make an investment
in their success. We must be
positive, supportive, and have high
expectations.”
What are some things you have
learned over the years that you
wish you had known in the
beginning of your career?
VOLUME 40 NO. 3

“For me, it was developing my
skills at relating to teen agers. When
I began I thought that if I was an
awesome musician and I could
communicate effectively that things
would just happen. WRONG! It
took me about ten years to fully
realize that I first needed to connect
with and appreciate the students.
After the relationships were
developed things really took off.”
Who are some people who have
helped you the most, and how?
“There are so many people that
I need to be thankful for in my
musical life. If began with a
graduate student named Mike
Blake at UND who encouraged me
to add jazz piano to my rock and
roll life. I enrolled in the jazz band
at UND with Einar Einarson as
conductor. He turned me on to the
Dan Hearle and Jamey Aebersold
jazz materials. I ordered a bunch
of books and locked the practice
room door. Mike Blake started the
UND Jazz quartet and we played/
practiced for hours. I started
buying hundreds of recordings and
listening to jazz musicians all the
time. Meanwhile Dr. David Stocker
was planting the choral bug in me. I
wanted to develop my jazz chops so
I went to Berklee and studied with
Mike Marra an amazingly positive
jazz pianist and Doug Norwine in
jazz theory and arranging. I wanted
the best of both worlds and a friend
suggested Greely. Gene Aitken
auditioned me, I went down and
played jazz and studied choral
music education With Dr. Elza
Daugherty and Dr. Nofziger. After
that, I have been very fortunate to
have worked alongside, befriend
and be influenced by Phil Mattson,
Ken Kraintz, Dave Cross, Frank
DeMiero, Kirk Marcy, Mel Ivey and
Steve Zegree, Alongside all of that,
I used to watch and listen to every

all state conductor that I could
and glean whatever I could from
everybody.“
Who have been your model choral
directors?
“I have learned a ton from listening
to recordings by and reading
about Robert Shaw. Rick Asher in
the state of Washington was a big
influence in my Everett days. Mel
Ivey at WMU, Kalamazoo was a
very positive influence and the
rest I have picked up from retreats
and various seminars with a host
of conductors…Weston Noble,
Paul Oakley, Brad Holmes, Eph
Ely, Maurice Skones, and Geoffrey
Boers, to name a few.”
How have your teaching/directing
strategies changed over the years
and why?
“As a conductor I find myself
conducting more line and
expressively inside of and
combined with the beat pattern.
Why? Because it works for high
school singers. The most important
change that I have made is how
I conduct the first few days of
the school year. I find that if you
structure the first few days around
activities and music that brings
the director and students closer to
a caring and respectful working
relationship the rest of the year
is much smoother and more
productive.”
What kept you in the choral
directing field?
“The love of music and teenaged
students, and the feedback and
notes I receive from former students
really help me to re-energize and
push me forward. Also, the support
and friendships built through IL
ACDA and networking.”
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Talk about some favorite
memories from your career?
“Thinking back through the years
the things that I remember most
are the trips/tours that I have taken
with the choirs, and the weekend
choir retreats. Second to that
there are a number of students
that I remember who stand out
for a number reasons. Some of
the reasons include their talents,
their drive and work ethic, their
personality, or their contributions
to the program. There are always
those students that motivate me
because of their own passion
for music. They stand out in my
memory forever.“
What advice do you have for young
choral directors who are dealing
with new challenges due to the
Danielson evaluation model, PERA
(evaluation of teachers based on
student performance, etc...)?
“There is always a way to
“package” what we do and fit it
into an evaluation system. The

Danielson has actually been a
good plan for me. What we do
is vital to our students and we
need to find ways of selling it
to our administrators. Student
performance is easily measured,
tracked and progress/growth is
statistically easy to measure (sight
reading skills, musicianship, tone,
mastery over time, formative
assessments…) they all fit neatly
into a package.“
In 31 years of being a choir director,
Jim McCullough has been able to
draw on a broad base of musical
talents to help teach his students.
Back in 1994, I had the opportunity
to sing under Mr. McCullough’s
direction. It was my senior year,
and I am grateful for the time he
spent helping me to pursue my
goals as a singer. Reflecting on the
replies to the questions above, it is
clear that Mr. McCullough has a
great deal to share with current and
future choral music educators.

students. As Mr. McCullough
states, “we are teaching students/
people through music. We are not
teaching just music to kids.” Choir
directors and ensemble directors
are always assessing students in the
classroom. Whether listening to the
ensemble, or individual students,
directors are always engaged in the
assessment process. The Danielson
professional development model
brings the positive aspects of the
choral classroom to light. By being
prepared, motivating students
to continually strive to perform
at a high level, and building
relationships with students,
choir directors can ensure that
all students in the classroom are
engaged in the learning process.
There are several opportunities
to assess student’s individual
growth in a meaningful way that
will help the students have the
best experience possible. Thanks
to Mr. McCullough for sharing his
experiences, and insights.

Choral music education is about
creating relationships with

Discovering a Life in Music
In the classroom, on the stage, and throughout the city of Chicago, our students uncover
a depth and breadth of musical training that makes a North Park education so remarkable.
The School of Music offers four degrees in music: bachelor of music in performance,
music education, and music in worship, and bachelor of arts in music, with concentrations in arts administration, composition, jazz studies, and general studies — as well as a
master of music in vocal performance. Students have ample opportunity to perform in
one or more of the University’s five choirs, as well as to participate
in fully-staged opera productions, oratorio performances, and
worship teams.
Schedule an audition, visit campus, attend a
class, experience a performance, talk to faculty,
and learn more by contacting Dr. Rebecca
Ryan, music recruiter, at (773) 244-5623 or
rryan@northpark.edu.

www.northpark.edu/music

Dr. Julia Davids
Director of Choral Activities

North Park University’s School of Music is fully accredited
by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM).
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For Better Health and Singing, it’s Posture First!
Submitted by Thomas Stauch,
IL-ACDA R & S Chair
Two-Year Colleges
How do you feel after a rehearsal?
Sore arms? Tight neck? Achy
shoulders or back? You may be
experiencing some of the physical
concerns that are getting increased
attention today by singers and
conductors.
An increasing area of concern
among singers and conductors
today are physical issues that
may arise related to singing and
or conducting. Many conductors
experience painful physical
problems over the course of a
rehearsal, a few days, weeks,
semesters or even a career. The
most common reported disorders
for choral directors are spinal
followed by neck, shoulders and
back problems. Today we know
that many of those problems are
the result of muscle imbalance
(Andrews & Browne, 2014).
It is commonly understood that
muscle imbalance occurs when
one set of muscles repeatedly overexerts resulting in a weakening
of the opposing muscle groups.
Postural problems are the common
reason for these muscle imbalance
issues. Misalignment of body
position creates excessive strain
or pressure on the spine, muscles,
joints or other body parts. For
example, a forward head position
causes a weakness in the upper
chest area. A flat back causes hip
flexor issues. Rounded, forward
shoulders result in shoulder
impingement and if continued
rotator cuff damage. A kyphotic
(hunchback) posture causes disc
compression, chest compression
and decreased lung capacity. These
are all postural problems that
singers exhibit and choral directors
VOLUME 40 NO. 3

work to correct. You may already
be familiar with the adage that a
choir sounds the way the conductor
looks; we might discover that we
need look at our own body position
with a critical eye in order to have
a positive influence on our singers.
It should not be a surprise that the
same postural problems conductors
see in their choirs are those they
exhibit and experience (sometimes
painfully) themselves.
The basic postural alignment points
for good singing and conducting
have not changed over the years
and remain rather simple. The
spine needs to be in a neutral back
position. This means that the ear,
shoulder, hips and ankle line up
and the resulting line that descends
between them cuts just in back of
the knees. When we see variations
of this baseline posture in our
singers, there may be a need to
make some postural adjustments.
Flexibility exercises can help correct
many misalignments in posture
and help strengthen the resultant
weak muscle groups. Fortunately,
flexibility and stretching exercises
are readily found in just about
any vocal pedagogy, conducting
or rehearsal techniques resource.
Additional materials and exercises
are frequently being presented
at professional conferences and
seminars around the country. The
individuals leading these sessions
come from our colleagues in the
musical world and from medical/
therapist disciplines as well. For
example, at the recent 2014 ACDA
Northwest Division Conference
in Seattle there were sessions
every day that addressed physical,
mental, vocal and conducting
health for choral directors and
singers. Furthermore, it is worth
noting that integral ongoing
structured instruction addressing

musician, student and faculty
health issues is now a regular
part of the National Association
of Schools of Music (NASM)
accreditation process.
If we want our singers to make the
best music possible that means we
all need to pay attention to how
we look and feel. Physical warm
ups and exercises may be just as
important to our music making as
our vocalization routines.
References
Andrews, J., & Browne, B. (2014,
March). Stretching a Point:
Keeping Our Bodies in Shape for
Life. Connection. Interest Session
from ACDA Northwest Division
Conference, Seattle, WA.
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Meet Your District 7 Representative
Submitted by Michael Boyle,
IL-ACDA District 7 Representative
Hello! My name is Michael
Boyle and I am the new ACDA
Representative for District 7.
I am currently in my 9th year
of teaching, all within Maine
Township High School District 207.
My first 5 years were exclusively
at Maine South, primarily as head
of the guitar program, but I also
taught some choir and music
theory. In my 6th year, I traveled
between Maine West and Maine
South, and now I am in my 3rd
year at Maine East as Director of
both Choral and Guitar Studies.
I received an M.M.Ed from
VanderCook College of Music in
2005, and a B.A. in Music from The
University of Illinois at Chicago
in 2003. At UIC I was Manager
of The UIC Choirs, had one year
of Independent Study with my
mentor Dr. Michael Anderson, and
had the opportunity to prepare and
conduct Benjamin Britten’s Choral
Dances from Gloriana as my “final
project”.
It was during my time with The
UIC Choirs that I had my “lifechanging” experience that led me
down the path of music education.
In the summer of 2002, UIC
hosted The World Youth Choir, an
auditioned group of approximately
80 singers from 32 different
countries, all between the ages
17 and 26. As a student assistant,
I helped get the singers to and
from wherever they needed to go,
helped set up their rehearsal space
and a few performance venues,
and helped make sure they were
fed, well-rested, and ready to enjoy
their time in Chicago. As someone
who, at that time, had never left
the U.S., it was remarkable meeting
and getting to know people from
VOLUME 40 NO. 3

all over the world. It made me
see how small my own world,
the world of “da nort-west side”,
really was, and the remarkable
gift that music is to bring people
together, even from countries that,
in some cases, were in conflict with
each other. They introduced me to
Concord from Britten’s Glorianna.
As well as Arvo Pärt, Veljo Tormis,
Ernst Toch’s Geographical Fugue,
and Thomas Tallis’ Spem in alium.
Led by Estonian conductor Tõnu
Kaljuste, they are still one of, if
not the greatest choir I have ever
heard. I owe so much of my career
path to that experience, and to
Dr. Anderson who gave me the
opportunity to get involved.
I love teaching at my current
school, Maine East, not only
because of wonderful students,
not only because of the most
talented and dedicated colleagues
I could ever ask for, but also
because it reminds me so much
of my own secondary experience
at Lane Technical High School,
now known as Lane Tech College
Prep. My first time singing in a
choir was at Lane, with Mr. George
Rico as the director. It was just as
diverse as Maine East, and it did
an outstanding job celebrating
that diversity. Mr. Rico made
it a priority to feature songs in
many different languages at every
concert, and every year, the entire
school held its International Days
Festival with singing, dancing and
food celebrating all of the different
cultural backgrounds of the
students. Maine East has a similar
tradition with its International
Celebration held every spring.

ACDA as an organization that also
respects and celebrates diversity;
in repertoire, in ensembles, in
performance practices, while also
embracing the “war-horses” of
the Western Canon. I was blown
away by Taifa Mziki at our Central
Division Convention in Cincinnati,
and it made me so proud to be part
of an organization that featured
such an outstanding ensemble at
the end of the conference. When
I first started teaching, I wanted
to emulate my mentors. Now, I
teach because I want to be a part
of something that brings people
together. I want to celebrate what
makes us different, as well as our
common humanity, through the
joyous art of music.

I find that I thrive in diversity. That
I get bored living and working
in a place where everyone looks
the same, talks the same, and
sometimes act the same. I see
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“Your understanding of our choir students’ needs
and your readiness to attend to even the smallest
detail make student group travel a breeze!”
Beth O’Riordan and Frank Piekarz,
Choir Directors,
Downers Grove North High School

Glenn Williams, Music Department Chair,
Downers Grove South High School

Todd Rogers

Brayer Teague,
Music Department
Chair, Downers Grove
North High School

Tami Rogers

Over 30 years
and thousands of trips,

Bob Rogers Travel has learned that
where you travel with your students
isn’t as important as what they’ll bring
back – eye-opening experiences and
life-changing memories. We’ll welcome
you into our family and personalize every
detail to ensure that your students return
with much more than they packed,
whether they travel across the state or
around the world.

Call us today.
Together, we’ll create the moments
that influence your students’ lives.

800-373-1423 or
info@bobrogerstravel.com

Official Sponsor of

bobrogerstravel.com
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I’m Very Thankful to Have Read These Words
Rather than a lengthy article to
read during this busy season, I
thought a short list of quotes and
books might be in order. This list
isn’t exhaustive nor particularly
focused on any one area. Each
quote and books have served as a
springboard toward introspection,
growth, and ultimately learning in
my classroom with my students,
centered around the great thing we
call “music.” Hopefully, this list
will do the same for you.
Quotes
“Laughing brains are more
absorbent.” – Alton Brown
“I’ve learned that people will
forget what you said, people will
forget what you did; but people
will never forget how you made
them feel.” – Maya Angelou
“Attention is the rarest and purest
form of generosity.” – Simon Weil
“We should judge teaching not be
the amount of knowledge it passes
on, but by the enduring excitement
it creates.” – Gary Gutting
“Wisdom begins in wonder.” –
Socrates
“Every child is an artist. The
problem is how to remain an artist
once he grows up.” -Pablo Picasso
“The trouble with most of us is
that we would rather be ruined
by praise that saved by criticism.”
-Norman Vincent Peale
“What we have done for ourselves
alone dies with us; what we have
done for others and the world
remains and is immortal.” - Albert
Pike “Work is about a search for
daily meaning as well as daily
bread, for recognition as well as
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cash, for astonishment rather than
torpor; in short, for a sort of life
rather than a Monday through
Friday sort of dying.” - Studs
Terkel
“Song is the pen of the soul.”
-Rabbi Chiam Drizin
“To listen is an effort. Just to hear
has no merit. A duck hears also.” Igor Stravinsky
“Any great work of art...revives
and readapts time and space,
and the measure of its success is
the extent to which it makes you
an inhabitant of that world – the
extent to which it invites you in
and lets you breathe its strange,
special air.” - Leonard Bernstein
Books
The Courage to Teach (Parker
Palmer) – Key Idea: “Good
teaching cannot be reduced to
technique; good teaching comes
from the identity and integrity of
the teacher...Good teachers join
self, subject, and students in the
fabric of life.”
Lighting Their Fires (Rafe
Esquith) – “Students aren’t born
extraordinary, they become that
way...It takes great sacrifice, effort,
and preparation to make this
journey with your kid.”
-A quote from a former student of
the author, on how his classroom
prepared her for life beyond: “I
was provoked to think. I was
challenged to stay away from the
ordinary. And I did.”

Letters to a Young Poet (Rainer
Maria Rilke) – “Try to love the
questions themselves, like locked
rooms and like books written
in a foreign language. Do not
now look for the answers. They
cannot now be given to you
because you could not live them.
It is a question of experiencing
everything. At present, you need to
live the question. Perhaps you will
gradually, without even noticing
it, find yourself experiencing the
answer, some distant day.”
The Talent Code (Daniel Coyle) –
“Greatness isn’t born. It’s grown.
Here’s how.”
A Whole New Mind (Daniel Pink)
– “Left-brain-style thinking used to
be the driver and right-brain-style
thinking the passenger...Instead,
R-Directed (right-brain) aptitudes
so often disdained and dismissed
–artistry, empathy, taking the long
view, pursuing the transcendent
– will increasingly determine who
soars and who stumbles.”
The Architecture of Happiness
(Alain de Botton) – “Belief in the
significance of architecture is
premised... on the conviction that
it is the architect’s task to render
vivid to us who we might ideally
be.” AND “We delight in the
complexity to which genius has
lent an appearance of simplicity.”

Out of Our Minds (Ken Robinson)
– “When people say to me that
they are not creative, I assume
they haven’t yet learnt what is
involved.”
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Can You?
Submitted by Steven Szalaj,
IL-ACDA R & S for
Community Choirs
szjsings@mac.com
As conductors, we are involved
with our singers, our program, and
our music. It’s what we do. We
are comfortable with our singers.
Our program fits our needs and
goals. We choose music we like.
Once we “get in the groove” with
our careers, we move along from
one year to the next enjoying one
of the greatest, most fulfilling
occupations. Sure, there are bumps
along the way, unexpected turns
and disappointments. But, by and
large, we are blessed to do what
we do.
When was the last time you were
on the receiving end of the baton,
the other side of the podium?
I’m not referring here to the

occasional short-term stint helping
a colleague, or the three or four
day festival chorus that many of
us regularly attend at conferences.
I mean to be in a choir like one
of the singers we work with year
after year, people who come just
for the love of singing. They make
a long-term commitment of time
in their busy lives to engage with
the music we bring. Can you do
that? Doing so is perhaps a way
to re-experience what drew us
to this profession; it keeps that
perspective fresh. It helps remind
us of the balancing and choices
that our singers have to do to get to
our rehearsals and performances.
Can you?
Have you allowed yourself the
opportunity to work with singers
outside of your “comfort zone?”
A “y’all come” choir. A chorus of

very young singers. Or very old
singers. Or middle school kids.
Or singers with special needs. An
ethnic choir. Here we see the vital
role that choir singing plays in our
broader community. We become
better communicators by working
with those we do not usually
engage. If we believe that music is
for everyone, we should truly act
on that belief.
Can you?
Reminding ourselves - in a real
way - of what it is like to sit in a
choir; reaching beyond what we
think we can do; bringing music
to people (as opposed to bringing
people to music); experiences like
this can help us grow and gives us
a realistic perspective on music in
our community.
You can.

Thou Shalt Not Steal...Except if You’re a Conductor
Submitted by Ben Luginbuhl,
IL-ACDA District 3 Rep
luginbbr@unit5.org
I was fortunate enough to have
many students get accepted into
the ILMEA All-State Choruses
this past January. I was excited
for them to be able to sing under
Paul Rardin and Edith Copley;
they learned a great deal from both
of them. After one of the Honors
Chorus rehearsals, one of my
students said, “Mr. L, you’ll never
believe it. Dr. Copley was talking
about using the ‘back half’ of the
beat to keep the phrase moving,
just like you!” A light bulb went
off in my head, and I replied,
“Dr. Copley is who I learned that
from.” It never really occurred to
me until that moment that I had
learned it from her when she was
the guest conductor at our ACDA
Summer ReTreat several years ago,
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but it was so neat to think that for a
brief moment my student thought
I was on the same level as Edith
Copley!
This got me to thinking about
how much of what I do has been
“stolen” from others. Everybody
has had choral directors in their
life who have molded them
into the people they are today.
I was fortunate to have learned
so much about musicianship
and performance from Julie
Dowling, who was the director
of the Peoria Area Youth Chorus
while I was in grade school. Jodi
Neaveill instilled my love for
singing and the choral art in high
school, and then Joe Grant and
Chet Alwes (and other graduate
students and my undergraduate
peers) inspired me while I was in
college at Illinois. Each of these

people explained things in a way
that made sense to me, and their
techniques made their way into my
own personal “bag of tricks” that
I use with my own choir students
today.
Well, sixteen years have passed
since those undergraduate days,
and now I am being influenced
by all of YOU, my talented choral
colleagues. I don’t think I’ve ever
stopped and really thought about
what the value of the wonderful
network we as choir directors
have, and that we are happy to
share our own successful teaching
and conducting techniques with
each other. Many of the techniques
I use today have been taken right
out of Directors Chorus rehearsals,
clinics, and performances by
choirs at ACDA and ILMEA
events. I HIGHLY encourage you
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to take advantage of the Summer
ReTreat – it is such a wonderful
time of sharing our love of music
together, talking shop, and getting
encouragement and advice from
so many great colleagues from all
over Illinois. It is never too late to

learn new tricks that will keep our
art flourishing for years to come.
I don’t really know how many
of my teaching techniques are
uniquely my own, and I don’t even
really care. I’m just thankful to all
of you who have influenced me as

a teacher and conductor, and I look
forward to stealing your ideas for
years to come!

IL-ACDA Reading Session at IMEC 2014
Michael Zemek, coordinator
Laruen Smagacz, Kidder
representative & packet
coordinator
ACCOMPANIST: Karyl Carlson
Middle/Junior High Choirs
Submitted by Debbie AureliusMuir, Olympia High School
1. Praise the Lord (SAB) G.F.
Handel/arr. Hal H. Hopson,
Harold Flammer music D5225
2. Korobushka (3pt mixed) arr.
Emily Crocker, Hal Leondard
08552355
Alternate:
(for Praise the Lord) Set Me As a
Seal (SATB) David Childs, Santa
Barbara SBMP 210
(for Korobushka) Elijah Rock
(3pt mixed) Roger Emerson, Hal
Leonard 08551274
Male Choirs
Submitted by Ted Hesse, Millikin
University
1. This Old Hammer (TBB) arr.
Neil Ginsberg, Shawnee Press
35028706
2. Reconciliation (TTBB) Stephen
Chatman, E.C. Schirmer 7.0403
Alternate
Hlohonolofatsa (TTBB)
arr. Andrew St. Hillaire,
makingthemusic.com
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Vocal Jazz
Submitted by Stacy Cunningham,
Leyden High School, Franklin Park

Show Choir
Submitted by Mark Myers,
Waubonsie Valley HS, Aurora

1. My Romance (SATB) Rodgers
& Hart/arr. Greg Jasperse,
Shawnee Press HL 35028732

1. Something to Believe In
(SATB) arr. Mac Huff, Hal
Leonard 00102513

2. Crazy (SATB) Willie Nelson/
arr. Michele Weir, Shawnee Press
HL 35028219

2. Dance to the Music (SATB) arr.
Roger Emerson, Hal Leonard
00110411

Children’s Choir
Submitted by Ron Korbitz,
Brookdale Elementary, Naperville
1. Hope is the Thing with
Feathers (SA) Susan LaBarr,
Santa Barbara SBMP1071
2. White Bird, Silver Bird (SA)
Robert Nelson, Alliance Music
AMP0031
Alternate
Butterfly (Two-Part) Andy Beck,
Alfred 35478

Alternate
You’ll Be in My Heart (SATB) arr.
Mac Huff, Hal Leonard 08754511
Senior High School Choirs
Submitted by Jeremy Little, Vernon
Hills High School
1. The Closed Town (uniosn)
Robert Convery, earthsongs
S-48-b
2. The Lamb (SATB) John
Tavener, Chester Music 14032886

Female Choir
Submitted by Christina
Shoemaker, Lincoln-Way North
High School, Frankfort
1. Letter from a Girl to the World
(SSAA) Andrea Ramsey, Alliance
AMP 0768
2. The Gift to be Simple (SSA)
arr. Bob Chilcott, Hal Leonard
08740435
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The Musical Settings of William Butler Yeats and James Joyce
Submitted by Susan Davenport,
DMA,
Director of Choral Activities,
Southern Illinois University
IL-ACDA College/University
R and S Chair
sgds@siu.edu
Last fall I had the luxury of taking
a sabbatical leave from my work at
Southern Illinois University. After
over 30 years of teaching, it was a
wonderful time of rest, reflection
and research! Since I have been
immersed in this sabbatical project,
I thought I would share some of
my work with you.
Some years ago I did some
research on Emily Dickinson,
considering musical aspects of
the choral settings of many of her
poems. In an effort to continue
that kind of inquiry, I proposed
to examine choral music settings
of some Irish poets, specifically
William Butler Yeats and
James Joyce. All of the poems I
considered came from the early
part of the poets’ careers. Yeats,
although a writer of some fiction
and several plays, is primarily
remembered as a great poet, his
genius lying in his ability to write
profound and beautiful thoughts
within the parameters of strict
poetic forms. In my thinking,
he resembles a Mozart or Bach,
who wrote exquisitely beautiful
music within classical musical
forms. Joyce, who wrote very little
poetry after the set we will explore
tonight, devised his lyrics within
similar boundaries. While his
poems were regarded as especially
youthful, and for many years were
not regarded with a great deal of
respect, they too express beautiful
ideas using rich vocabulary and
an economy of words. And here
lies, in my estimation, the reason
the poems are so attractive to
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composers. They express profound
and eloquent ideas by using
language to the highest level. One
could expound at length on the
misery of being separated from
loved ones, or as Joyce says, you
could simple say “love is unhappy,
when love is away,” a truly
beautiful and profound thought,
expressed in a sparing yet striking
manner.
William Butler Yeats (1865 – 1939)
William Butler Yeats, born in 1865,
who eventually won the Nobel
Prize for Poetry in 1923, was not
a particularly good student and
failed his entrance examinations
into Trinity College. He lived
in both Ireland and England,
spending much of his childhood
with his grandparents in Sligo, on
the northwestern coast of Ireland.
He was fascinated with the occult,
attending his first séance at the age
of 23. He was equally interested
in the folk tales of Ireland, and
believed these stories needed a
significant place in the collective
mind of Irish people. In his
entire body of work, one sees the
influence of both of these interests.
One needs to be well versed in
the Celtic legends of Ireland to
understand many of Yeats poems.
Throughout his career, he was
a poet, playwright, politician,
reviewer, editor, and businessman.
He wrote up until the day he died,
and his growing maturity and
awareness of the broader world are
easily seen in the development of
his poetry.
I call your attention to three
settings of Yeats poetry. These
three poems come from one decade
of his life, from 1889 to 1899,
spanning the early and middle
parts of his career. These years
represented a more idealistic Yeats,

one not yet as burdened with the
building of Irish nationalism and
a unique Irish literary voice. These
all were written before The Easter
Rising of 1916, before The Troubles
that followed, before the Irish Civil
War, before he became a political
figure, or an arts businessman.
The three poems, Down By the
Salley Gardens, The Lake Isle of
Innisfree and He Wishes for the
Cloths of Heaven are relatively
short and are quite straightforward
in their interpretation.
Down by the Salley Gardens
(1889) is the earliest of the three
and represents an effort on the part
of Yeats to recreate a song heard in
Sligo during his childhood called
The Rambling Boys of Pleasure.
Yeats’s original title, “An Old
Song Re-Sung” published in 1889,
certainly indicates his awareness
of this and the first stanza of Yeats
poems mirrors that of the other
closely. It first appeared under its
present title when it was reprinted
in Poems in 1895. The poem is
closely associated with the Irish
folk music, most often sung to the
folk tune The Maids of Mourne
Shore. John Leavitt has done a
lovely setting of this poem, with a
lyrical piano accompaniment that
enhances the folk melody. The
piece is for SATB with no divisi,
and is easily accessible for junior
high choirs through adults. (Hal
Leonard #08754073)
The Lake Isle of Innisfree (1890)
was written in London, yet
describes the wild, west coast
island of Innisfree. Yeats had
recently read Thoreau’s Walden
Pond and the Isle of Innisfree
could be described as Yeats’
Walden Pond. This finely crafted
lyrical poem has been called
labeled as one of Yeats’ best early
achievements
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InspIred ConduCtIng
and Choral teaChIng

“Each year I return to the CME Institute, I laugh with old friends, get to know
new friends, sing and study excellent literature. I am challenged to examine my
conducting and habits of instruction in order to grow as a conductor-teacher.”
–Elizabeth Hogan McFarland

Snow

Kesselman

Doreen Rao, Lee Kesselman, and Sandra Snow

Rao

with

July 31 - August 3, 2014
at Carthage College, located on the beautiful shores of Lake Michigan just one hour north of Chicago.
Experience the CME Institute for Choral Teacher Education, an exemplary professional development
course for singers, conductors and choral teachers since 1986. Join our inspired community of colleagues
led by Doreen Rao, Lee Kesselman and Sandra Snow.

Together we will explore best practices in conducting and choral teaching.
Repertoire: Lita Grier’s Healing the Brokenhearted • Nicola Porpora’s Magnificat in A for treble voices
Allesandro Scarlatti’s Stabat Mater • Daniel Brewbaker’s Irish Cantata • Francisco Nunez Misa Pequena Para Ninos

Institute Fees and Registration

$795, All inclusive fee for course tuition, housing and meals.
Early registration discount of $50 through May 31, 2014.
$395, Discounted fee for CME Certified Artist-Teachers and
full-time university students.

Prelude One-Day Workshops

“Introduction and Orientation to Score Preparation and
Conducting” and “Focus on CME Sacred Music for Liturgy
and Concert” $75, Prelude Workshop Fee/Materials;
$75, Prelude Housing/Meals for July 30

Further registration information can be found
at www.choralmusicexperience.com
Contact: Megan Marshall, 630-873-9274
cme.institute.us@gmail.com
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One particularly lovely setting
is by Bradley Ellingboe, written
for men’s voices. It begins with a
simple baritone solo, and broadens
into beautiful use of the men’s
voices, expressing the clear idea of
the poem – “and I shall find peace
there.” (Oxford, ISBN 978-0-19386959-2)
He Wishes for the Cloths of
Heaven (1899), the latest of the
three poems, is from a more
symbolic period of writing than
his earlier poems. The poem is
generally referred to a “love”
poem, although I’m inclined to
think composers choose it for it’s
broad appeal and application.
The poem speaks of the “he”
wishing for the cloths of heaven
(something rich and perfect), but
being poor, has only his dreams
(his imaginings of perfection).
It ends with the admonition to
“tread softly, for you tread on
my dreams.” Since this has been
set for every conceivable choral
group, from children to adults, the
broader understanding applies.
It seems the admonition to tread
softly could apply to anyone
with authority over others. While
this poem has been set by many
composers, including Z. Randall
Stroope, Susan Naylor Calloway,
and Mary Lynn Lightfoot to name
just a few. One particularly nice
setting is written by a young
Australian composer named
Daniel Brinsmead. I chose it, not
so much for it’s cutting edge ideas,
but for the fact that is was different
from many other remarkably
similar settings. Brinsmead does
a fine job of illuminating the two
big ideas - “If I had the perfection
of heaven”……”and since I don’t,
tread softly.” The first idea is
through the reprisal of a simple
melodic idea introduced in the
VOLUME 40 NO. 3

first measure, and the second idea,
“tread softly” is emphasized by
the canonic repetitions in each
voice part. (Santa Barbara Music
Publications, SBMP 1148)
James Joyce (1882 -1941)
James Joyce is a writer who seems
to provide endless fascination to
scholars. Born in Dublin in 1882, he
finished college at the University
College, Dublin, and then moved
to Paris in 1903, where he could
write without the constraints put
on him within Irish society. While
all of his fiction writing takes place
in the streets of Ireland, he spent
most of his life in a self-imposed
exile from his own country. It was
as if he needed the distance from
Ireland and the restrictions Ireland
put on him, to determine what is
was to truly be Irish.
One dimension of Joyce’s life
proves especially interesting to
musicians. Before pursuing a
career in writing, Joyce considered
a career in music. He was close
friends with the Irish opera
great John McCormack, who
encouraged Joyce to enter the
Irish Music Festival, Feis Ceoil in
1903. Evidently he performed in
a stellar fashion, being in line for
the gold medal, the highest award
at the competition. He ended up
receiving only the bronze medal
however, when he refused to
even attempt the sight-reading
portion of the competition (not
unlike some of our own students!).
After receiving the bronze medal,
a noted voice teacher in Ireland
offered to give him voice lessons
for free, hearing in Joyce a voice
that was worth refining. It was
not to be, however. Joyce decided
to pursue writing instead, but
continued to share his love of
music for the remainder of his life.

His prose writing has numerous
musical references, with one
on nearly every page of his
masterpiece Ulysses.
Joyce is generally thought of as
a great innovator in 20th century
fiction writing, not thought of as
a poet. However, he wrote a set of
36 poems, entitled Chamber Music,
when he was in his late teens
and early 20’s. For many years,
these poems were not regarded
as significant in any way. The
themes explored in the 36 poems,
however, were evident in his
writing throughout the remainder
of his life.
Being a good set of lyrics, and
with a title of Chamber Music, these
poems have proven irresistible to
composers over the last hundred
years, having been set to music
by composers such as Samuel
Barber, Vincent Persichetti, Ross
Lee Finney and many others.
Joyce really wanted them to be
set to music, and evidently made
some attempt himself. In a letter
to composer Geoffrey Molyneux
Palmer in 1909, Joyce described
the poems as “a suite of songs
and if I were a musician I suppose
I should have set them to music
myself.” Several composers sent
manuscripts to Joyce, but the ones
that really pleased him were the
settings by Palmer.
For a number of years these
manuscripts were thought to
be lost, our only knowledge of
them being the references in the
letters between the two men. In
the early 1980’s, Joycean scholar
Myra Russel put out a request to
James Joyce societies worldwide,
asking for any information on
the manuscripts. To her delight,
she heard from Alan Cohn, then
librarian at Morris Library here at
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Southern Illinois University and
also bibliographer of the James
Joyce Quarterly, who said, “You
have struck pay dirt! We have had
these manuscripts for 22 years,
and you are the first person ever
to ask for them.” I must say this
was an exciting day for me, in my
initial Joyce research, to stumble
upon this gold mine in the library
right here at Southern Illinois!
Not only did I find the original
manuscripts here at SIU, but also
the original letters from Joyce to
Palmer, praising the pieces and
encouraging Palmer to compose
more.
These art song settings by Palmer
are of particular interest because
they give a sense of how Joyce
conceived the poems. Palmer
sent five settings to Joyce in early
1909 and then another three
by mid-year. Joyce responded
very positively to them, sending
him letters discussing the
musical intricacies in them, and
encouraged Palmer to set all of
the poems. For several decades,
Joyce pursued having the songs
performed and published, actually
far more than the composer did.
Joyce even encouraged his son
George to use the pieces for a vocal
audition in New York. It is unclear
why Palmer did not pursue several
opportunities to publish the songs,
but fortunately Myra Russel has
edited and published them in James
Joyce’s Chamber Music: The Lost
Song Settings. (Indiana University
Press, 1993)
Since I am a choral musician, a
major objective was to consider the
choral settings of the poems, not
solo settings. After finding these
solos songs however, it became
clear to me that I wanted to find a
set that best paralleled the musical
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characteristics of the solo settings.
Joyce conceived these poems as
Elizabethan “airs”, and from the
outset refers to musical ideas –
“Strings in the earth and air”, an
“old piano,” and “invisible harps.”
Considering the well developed
piano accompaniments, the
excellent sense of word placement,
and the variety of mood displayed
in the Palmer settings, I found
that those set by Conrad Susa,
who for many years taught at
the San Francisco Conservatory,
did much to imitate these same
characteristics.
Susa set twelve of the thirty-six
Joyce poems, in two volumes.
Chamber Music: Six Joyce Songs,
for chorus of mixed voices and
piano, was published in 1973
by E.C. Schirmer. Susa won the
Gretchaninoff Prize at the Juilliard
School of Music for this work in
1959. They are interesting settings
of poems 1, 14, 16, 21, 25,and 36
but they do not reflect the same
level of development as the next
set. The second volume, Six
Joyce Songs: Volume Two, also
published by E.C. Schirmer was
first published in 1997 and was
revised in 2012.

to some extent the arch of the
entire Chamber Music suite, as
described by Joyce himself. In all
of the pieces in the suite, Susa pays
close attention to the prosody of
the poems, composing melodies
with a natural attention to word
stresses. In several cases the
melodies closely imitate those of
Palmer, although I don’t believe
Susa was aware of them. The
Susa settings are challenging for
the choir, with demanding divisi
sections, and expanded tonal
harmonies. Additionally, the piano
accompaniments are even more
demanding, requiring a piano
collaborator with excellent skills.
They are, however, certainly worth
the effort! An especially interesting
way of presenting them is to have
an outstanding tenor soloist sing
some of the Palmer settings on
the same concert, allowing the
audience to hear what was James
Joyce’s ideal setting, and then to
hear a comparable and consistent
choral rendition of them.

The second volume presents a
cohesive selection of poems from
the thirty-six in Chamber Music.
The volume includes The Twilight
Turns from Amethyst, At That
Hour, Lean Out of the Window,
Who Goes Amid the Green
Wood, Winds of May, From
Dewy Dreams My Soul Arise. The
selected poems seem to move from
twilight, to dawn, to daylight, to
evening, and then to a new day.
There is also a progression from
the first sight of a love, through
the joys of a relationship, to the
end and moving on. This reflects
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Choral Composition Contest
Entry Requirements and Guidelines

Illinois composers with a creative voice and clear compositional ability are invited to
enter a new choral composition contest- with a $1,000 prize. The winning composition
will be premiered at the Illinois – ACDA Summer Re-Treat, summer 2014.

Entry Deadline is April 15, 2014
1) WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO ENTER?

a) Illinois-resident composers who are aged 18 or older by the entry deadline: April 15, 2014.
b) Anyone who is not an officer of IL-ACDA during the current membership season.
3) Anyone who has not previously won the IL-ACDA composition contest

2) WHAT ARE THE COMPOSITION CATEGORIES AND PRIZES?

a) A $1,000 prize will be awarded to the winning composer. Only one prize will be awarded.
b) The winning composition will be premiered at the IL-ACDA 2014 Summer Convention/Retreat.
c) Composers may submit as many compositions as they wish. Each composition must be
treated as a separate entry, accompanied by the required entry materials.

3) WHAT ARE THE COMPOSITION REQUIREMENTS?

a) Duration: approximately 3-8 minutes.
b) Voicing: Treble Chorus (2- or 3-part) OR Male chorus (2-, 3-, or 4-part) A limited amount of solo work is
acceptable.
c) Accompaniment options: 1. Unaccompanied/a cappella 2. Piano
d) Text may be secular or sacred and may be in any language. An English translation
must be provided for any text not in English.
e) If the composer is not the author and copyright holder of the lyrics submitted or the
lyrics are not in the public domain, the composer must enclose a written statement of
permission signed by the copyright holder.
f) Composers are at liberty to choose the composition’s style and form.

4) WHAT ARE THE ADDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY AND ENTRY REQUIREMENTS?
In addition to meeting the composition requirements above, submitted works:
a) Must be original, not an arrangement of another composer’s work.
b) Must not be a commissioned work.
c) Must currently be unpublished and must not be published prior to July 1, 2014.
d) Must not be performed publicly, other than in a religious service, prior to July 1, 2014.
e) Must not be recorded or broadcast prior to July 1, 2014.
f) May not have won or placed (second, third, honorable mention, etc.) in any prior
composition contest.
g) Must not be entered in other contests between entry to IL-ACDA and July 1, 2014
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5) WHAT IS THE PROCEDURE FOR SUBMISSION OF MATERIALS?

a) The following items must be submitted with each composition:
1. TWO high-quality copies of the full score.
2. A legibly completed entry form.
3. Additional documentation (if applicable):
a) English translation for any text not in English.
b) Written statement of permission signed by the copyright holder,
if the text is under copyright protection.
b) Entries printed using music notation software are encouraged. Legibly handwritten entries are
also acceptable. A manuscript size of 8-1/2”x 11” is preferred.
c) The composer’s name and any other identifying information must not anywhere on the music.
d) The composer’s name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address should appear only on
the entry form. The judge will not have access to the entry forms until the final decisions have
been made.
d) No recordings will be accepted.
e) Compositions must be mailed. Faxed or e-mailed compositions will not be accepted. Please do
not send your original manuscript as IL-ACDA cannot be responsible for materials lost in transit.
f) Each composer will be notified by mail or e-mail of receipt of the entry.
g) Scores will be returned only if the composer provides a self-address envelope with appropriate
postage affixed.
h) The following will be considered ineligible:
1. Late entries 2. Incomplete entries 3. Illegible copies
4. Any entries with composer identification on the scores
5. Entries which do not follow submission requirements.
i) All decisions are final.

6) HOW WILL THE ENTRIES BE JUDGED?

a) Entries will be judged by the Choral Composition Contest Committee of IL-ACDA.
b) If, in the opinion of the judges, no composition meets the expected standards, no award will
be given.
c) Criteria for selection include evidence of a unique creative voice and of choral compositional
ability, as well as suitability for performance by an adult choir.
d) The decision of the contest committee will be final and no correspondence may be entered
into regarding the award.

7) HOW WILL THE APPLICANTS BE NOTIFIED OF RESULTS?

a) All applicants will be notified of contest results by mail no later than June 1st, 2014.
b) A public announcement of the winning composers will be made at the IL-ACDA Summer
Conference in June 2014. Winners also will be announced on July 1st, 2014 on the IL-ACDA
website.
c) Each winning composer will be contacted by IL-ACDA to follow through on details about:
1. Distribution of prize money. A check will be awarded upon completion of items b
and c below, at the IL-ACDA Summer Conference.
2. Agreement of rights. The composer will be required to sign a form confirming the
items stated in sections 8) and 9) below.
3. Final version of score and parts. The composer must provide a new score
bearing the composer’s name and appropriate dedication. (see section 8a)
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8) WHAT RIGHTS ARE GRANTED TO ACDA-ILLINOIS?

a) The following dedication must be included in all manuscript and published editions of the
winning compositions:

Winner of the 2014 ACDA Illinois Choral Composition Contest
b) IL-ACDA will have the right to make copies for distribution to the members of the summer
2014 IL- ACDA performing chorus, its conductor, and accompanist.
c) Each winning composer will be asked to provide biographical information for publicity
purposes. IL-ACDA will have the right to use the composer’s name and composition title in the
future IL-ACDA Communications.

9) WHAT RIGHTS ARE GRANTED TO THE COMPOSER?

a) Copyright ownership will be retained by the composer.
b) Publication rights will be retained by the composer.
c) The composer will be given the privilege to display/advertise other compositions at the
Summer Retreat.

10) WHAT IS THE CONTACT INFORMATION?
E-mail: lrkmus@sbcglobal.net
or write to:

Lee Kesselman, Chair, Illinois-ACDA Composition Contest
149 S. Park Blvd.
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Entry/Composition Submission Form can be found on the last page of The Podium.
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Letter from the Editor
It is hard to believe that I have
served as the editor of the Podium
for the last five years. It has been
a pleasure to serve this great
organization and I am grateful to
have gotten to know many of you
through acting in this capacity.
There are so wonderful people
throughout the state who have
challenged and encouraged me. It
is because of these relationships
that I continue to be a part of
ACDA. As I transition from this
position, I am pleased to welcome
Chris Cayari to the position of
editor. Chris has previously
served as the assistant editor of
the Podium and will do a great job
moving forward. I look forward to

his fresh energy and perspectives
regarding how the Podium can
best serve the needs of our ILACDA members.
I want to take this opportunity
to encourage you to not only
continue to attend ACDA events
but also to become involved
through serving on the board or
volunteering to help with an event.
Reach out to a new colleague and
encourage them to join ACDA or
participate in an exchange or one
of our events. The only way we
can continue to grow in our craft
is to be sharpened by others. There
are so many great people in this
organization who are willing to
help if you just ask.

I would like to take this final
moment to thank all of you
who have contributed to this
publication over the last five years.
I am proud of the work that has
been done and I am grateful to the
many of you who have taken time
from busy schedules and families
to contribute to our membership.
My sincerest thanks to all of you. I
wish you all a successful spring in
all your musical endeavors.
Sincerely,
Andy Jeffrey
Podium Editor
andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.org

The Conductor’s Podium is the official publication of the Illinois chapter of the
American Choral Directors Association. It is published three times a year, using the following deadlines.
Fall issue: Copy deadline August 15
Winter Issue: Copy deadline December 15
Spring issue: Copy deadline March 15
Send all written materials to Andy Jeffrey at andrew_jeffrey@glenbard.org
Advertising Rates and Sizes
1/8 Page (business card) - $40
1/4 Page (3.5” wide x 4” high) - $70
1/2 Page Horizontal (7.5” wide x 4” high) - $120
1/2 Page Vertical (3.5” wide x 8.5” high) - $120
Full Page (7.5” wide x 8.5” high) - $200
10% discount for ads placed in three consecutive issues.
The preferred format is a high resolution PDF with embedded fonts.
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Illinois	
  ACDA	
  Choral	
  Composition	
  Contest	
  
ENTRY/COMPOSITION	
  SUBMISSION	
  FORM	
  
Composer	
  Information	
  (please	
  print):	
  
Name:________________________________________________________________________________	
  
Address:	
  
City:	
  _____________________________________	
  

Zip	
  Code:	
  _______________	
  

Telephone	
  	
  	
  

Evening:	
  	
  _______________	
  

Day:	
  ________________________	
  

E-‐mail:	
  _______________________________________________________________________________	
  
	
  
Composition	
  Information	
  and	
  Declaration;	
  
Composition	
  Title:	
  ______________________________________________________________________	
  
Text	
  	
  Source:	
  __________________________________________________________________________	
  
Is	
  the	
  text	
  under	
  copyright?	
  	
  (check	
  one)	
  	
  Yes	
  	
  	
  ___	
  	
  	
  No	
  ____	
  
If	
  yes,	
  you	
  must	
  include	
  a	
  copy	
  of	
  written	
  permission	
  from	
  the	
  copyright	
  holder.	
  
	
  

Please	
  sign	
  this	
  declaration:	
  	
  	
  	
  
This	
  is	
  an	
  original	
  composition	
  that	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  previously	
  published	
  or	
  
commissioned	
  and	
  has	
  been	
  written	
  within	
  the	
  past	
  two	
  years.	
  	
  I	
  hereby	
  give	
  permission	
  to	
  IL-‐ACDA	
  to	
  reproduce	
  
this	
  composition	
  for	
  the	
  purposes	
  of	
  contest	
  evaluation	
  and,	
  if	
  this	
  work	
  is	
  chosen	
  as	
  the	
  contest	
  winner,	
  grant	
  IL-‐
ACDA	
  the	
  right	
  to	
  both	
  reproduce	
  and	
  perform	
  this	
  composition	
  at	
  the	
  summer	
  IL-‐ACDA	
  ReTreat	
  conference.	
  
	
  

Signature:	
  _______________________________________________________	
   Date:	
  ________________________	
  

Submission	
  Requirements:	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

	
  
	
  

a)	
  Two	
  clearly	
  legible	
  photocopies	
  of	
  the	
  score;	
  
b)	
  A	
  stamped,	
  self-‐addressed	
  envelope	
  if	
  you	
  would	
  like	
  to	
  have	
  your	
  scores	
  returned;	
  and
c)	
  One	
  form	
  for	
  each	
  submitted	
  score.	
  
Submissions	
  must	
  be	
  postmarked	
  no	
  later	
  than	
  April	
  15,	
  2014.	
  

Send	
  submissions	
  to:	
   Illinois	
  ACDA	
  Choral	
  Competition	
  Contest	
  

Lee	
  Kesselman,	
  Chair	
  
149	
  S.	
  Park	
  Blvd.,	
  Glen	
  Ellyn,	
  IL	
  60137	
  
	
  

